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Precision Decelerator Systems
Problem Statement
Develop and demonstrate a guidance and control system 
that steers a cargo parachute to a target point within the 
prescribed accuracy in the presence of uncertain winds.





New World Vista Precision Airdrop 
Concept
WindPADS
Data fusion of modeled 
winds
and tactical measurements
Air Force Weather Model 
(MM5)
Atmospheric Prediction
Affordable Guided Airdrop System
Uses Standard Fielded Cargo Parachutes
Installed On Standard Container Delivery 
System
Pneumatic Control System
Autonomous Guidance, Navigation, and 
Control
Accuracy: 100 meters CEP
Aircraft State and Navigation Data









where it needs to 
be, when it needs 
to be there!
Improved CARP






The Solution - Control Strategy
• Generate predicted trajectory based on wind estimate 
• Establish control tolerance
• Compare actual position to predicted trajectory
• ‘Drive’ to predicated trajectory
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